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As a qualified and reliable milling machine manufacturer, Bornemann Maschinenbau

GmbH near Hanover has been designing and supplying customised product

solutions for a wide range of materials and applications since 1986. We are a

second-generation family business with a customer base in Germany, Europe and

worldwide. Our CNC-Milling machines are suitable for foam and plastics, resins,

wood, composites, fibre composites and aluminium.
 ProductsMilling MachinesMilling SpindlesSpindle AdaptorsToolsChip Disposal
They are used, for example, in model making as well as, for the production of

samples, prototypes and packaging for delicate objects and decorative items.
Bornemann also manufactures, among other things, milling spindles, hollow cutters,

boring cutters and spindle adaptors that can be effortlessly integrated into your

production processes. Whatever materials you want to machine, we only develop,

produce and market milling cutters of the highest quality.
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If you need a polystyrene milling cutter for your applications, you will also find the

right suction machine for chip removal in our product range. Otherwise, we offer

you high-performance products that are known for their outstanding results. If you

need a portable milling system for flexible finishing, take a look at our model

making set. Your advantages at a glance: High quality milling cutters & CNC milling

machinesTraditional company delivers quality "Made in Germany"Reliable service to

keep your machines running stably 
FURTHER PRECISION TOOLS If you have different rigid foams to process, we

recommend the in-house development of our hollow cutters. This hollow cutter

produces perfectly smooth surfaces and reduces the milling time by up to 50 %. If

you want to drill rigid foams, the suitable solution for you is our boring cutter

"TunnelCut". This boring cutter guarantees dimensionally accurate results with

extremely easy handling. 
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